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In keeping with Touro College’s commitment to expand the reach and impact of its research enterprise, I am proud to present our fourth annual compendium of faculty publications. The dedication of Touro’s faculty and administration to fulfilling our commitment to the values of our intellectual tradition can be measured by the expansive scope and quality of the scholarship recorded in the Touro College and University System 2013 Faculty Publications. I applaud the innovative research conducted under the aegis of Touro as well as the meticulous effort to organize and circulate this information.

You will find citation information for 1078 articles, published by 516 authors, within the Touro system, detailed in this volume. The entries are organized alphabetically by institution. This publication is the first to combine both Touro College and New York Medical College research into a single comprehensive and easily accessible resource. The Touro College & University System 2013 Faculty Publications is an extension of the Touro Faculty Publications Database (www.touro.edu/library), which contains over 3498 searchable entries between both institutions with innovative tools to help track and facilitate collaboration.

This important venture, successfully completed with the cooperation of both library systems, will promote a new wave of interdisciplinary projects across our institutions and will serve as valuable resources for research and education. As in past years, I invite you to explore this book and our database for both information and inspiration to build on our growing intellectual capital. As excellence in research and scholarship takes deeper root in Touro College’s vision, I expect to see this database continue to grow with the support of our library staff and research community.

Sincerely,

Dr. Alan Kadish
President and CEO
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With over 3,400 citations in our relatively new database (created in 2010), I am confident in calling this project a success. Such a huge achievement, however, is never accomplished single-handedly. In fact, the number of individuals collaborating on this project is getting bigger each year. Here is a list of the many fine people without whom this book would not have come true again this year:

- Dr. Kadish and Rabbi Krupka for their steady support of the library and putting their trust into this particular project in the first place.
- Esther Greenfield and Malka Hirsch for their sharp eyes and excellent editing skills. And Samuel Steiner for his willingness to always assist me in administrative affairs.
- Annette Carr and Carrie Levinson for their detailed, painstaking work on data entry and turning this vast compilation of citations into a book. Thank you very much, Annette and Carrie for being such dynamos!
- Shelly Warwick (Library Director at Touro COM), June Simms (Library Director at Touro University of Nevada), and Tamara Trujillo (Library Director at Touro University of California) for readily helping us to identify faculty at their campuses and validate their bibliographic information.
- Edward Schabes for helping me with sending hundreds of the Faculty Publications monographs out to every school and campus and faculty/author.
- Judy Gitlin (Assistant Director), Marie Ascher (Associate Director), and Diana Cunningham (Director) of the New York Medical College Health Sciences Library for their collegiality and collaboration on this project and incorporating their 2013 faculty publications bibliography into the annual Faculty Publications book as well as the database.
- Liping Ren and Yan Chen for their non-stop technical support on this project.
- And last but not least, the Research Council Committee members for their generous academic feedback and support. The world of research is speedily changing and many new tools are becoming available to researchers. We have started looking into some of this technology to support scientific research college-wide:
  - **Altmetrics** helps to measure how scholarly articles are being shared, used and discussed on the Web environment. This is especially true for open-access articles. Altmetrics will not substitute citation counts or the h-index, but complements established article-level metric tools with emerging data sources. We have started adding Altmetrics to our articles in the Faculty Publications database online.
  - **ORCID**, in collaboration with the NYMC librarians, we are exploring ORCID, which provides unique ID numbers (free of charge) for researchers to avoid confusion between similar names, improves discoverability, assists institutions with maintaining and updating researchers’ activities and will stay the same with the researcher throughout their career, even if changing institutions.

We will keep you posted on our progress.

Sara Tabaei
Project Manager
Note from the Library

Welcome to the 2013 edition of the Touro College & University System Faculty Publications book. Beginning in 2010, the Touro College Libraries, working in conjunction with the President’s office, established an annual volume of Faculty Publications. These volumes recognize the faculty and staff members who have published works during the year. This compilation is the result of the work of a dedicated group of library staff members, editing staff, layout designers, and support from Dr. Kadish, President and CEO.

The Faculty Publications volume records the research and artistic accomplishments of all the staff including New York Medical College. The citations are arranged by academic program.

According to our website’s statistics, the Faculty Publications website has attracted over 5,000 users since 2011. Visitors range from several places in the United States and worldwide including Israel, Canada, India, Brazil, Italy and Australia. About two-thirds of the 5,000 users are new, which illustrates the reach of scholarship produced in the Touro College & University System.

The publications cover an astonishing number of topics. By far, the overall most frequent subject for the publications is Medicine, with over 900 publications tagged with this heading. However, the categories of Osteopathic Medicine, Pharmacy, Psychology, Education, and Judaica and Hebraica also have significant numbers (over 250 publications each). Many other subject headings, from Literature to Physics, are also represented in the database.

We encourage all faculty and staff members to inform the library of their publications and scholarly research. This will enable the library staff to share their scholarship worldwide via the Faculty Publications database. Again, I want to thank the dedicated library staff members who have worked so hard to produce this publication under the direction of Sara Tabaei, Library Information Literacy Services Director.

Bashe Simon
Director of Libraries
Note from the NYMC Library

In 1993, the Medical Sciences Library of New York Medical College (NYMC) launched the first of what has become 21 annual “Author Recognition Events” highlighting the recent scholarly publications of the faculty. The purpose was to publicize the scholarly works of our faculty, to stimulate academic achievement, to develop communication among our scholars, peers and publishers, but most of all to celebrate. To date, all editions of the bibliography are available and searchable at http://guides.library.nymc.edu/facultybib, along with photos of the events.

With the merger with Touro College and University System, our scholars now join together as one. For the 21st annual edition of New York Medical College, the bibliographic record of our scholarly achievements embraces all NYMC and Touro faculty. This 2014 edition is evidence of collaboration among the NYMC Health Sciences Library staff and our Touro library colleagues. It has grown from a bibliography to a database on its own!

The transition has been both exciting and challenging as both institutions decide how to best honor their faculty scholars in a changing research environment. As of January 2014, the NYMC bibliography became a digital publication. This new integrated database will be our official record of faculty publications. Sincere thanks to Sara Tabaei and Bashe Simon, Touro College and University System, and Judy Gitlin and Nina Kurzban, New York Medical College, for making this incredible project happen. As I retire from my current job as associate dean and director after 22 years, I am delighted to see that what we started way back then has taken on a life of its own for the institution and system. Congratulations and thank you to everyone!

Diana J. Cunningham
MLS, MPH, Associate Dean and
Lillian Hetrick Huber Endowed Director
August 2014
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Reviews
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Maine, L. L., Knapp, K. K., & Scheckelhoff, D. J. (2013). Pharmacists and technicians can enhance patient care even more once national policies, practices, and priorities are aligned. *Health Affairs, 32*(11), 1956-1962.
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"This award recognizes the article published in each calendar year that represents the best scholarly work in managed care pharmacy."
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